The Friedgut-Kalai-Naor theorem states that if a Boolean function f : t0, 1u n Ñ t0, 1u is close (in L 2 -distance) to an affine function ℓpx 1 , . . . , x n q " c 0`ř i c i x i , then f is close to a Boolean affine function (which necessarily depends on at most one coordinate). We prove a similar theorem for functions defined over`r ns k˘" tpx 1 , . . . , x n q P t0, 1u n : ř i x i " ku.
Introduction
Suppose f : t0, 1u n Ñ t0, 1u is a Boolean function which is an affine combination of its inputs:
f px 1 , . . . , x n q " c 0`n ÿ i"1 c i x i .
An easy calculation shows that f must be one of the following functions: one of 0, 1 or one of x i , 1´x i for some 1 ď i ď n, and in particular f is either constant or depends on exactly one coordinate (input variable). The seminal Friedgut-Kalai-Naor (FKN) theorem [3] is a stability version of this result: if f : t0, 1u n Ñ t0, 1u is ǫ-close (in L 2 -distance) to an affine function, then f is Opǫq-close to one of the functions 0, 1, x i , 1´x i . The FKN theorem has been extended in many directions. Kindler and Safra [5] proved a similar theorem for almost low-degree functions, the original theorem corresponding to the almost linear case. Jendrej, Oleszkiewicz and Wojtaszczyk [4] and Rubinstein and Safra [6] have extended the FKN theorem to Boolean functions which are close to a sum of general independent random variables. Ellis, Filmus and Friedgut [1, 2] extended the FKN theorem to functions on the symmetric group.
In this article we prove an FKN theorem for functions defined on a slice of the Boolean cube, rns k˙" tpx 1 , . . . , x n q P t0, 1u n :
x i " ku. Our main theorem states that for 2 ď k ď n´2, if a function f :`r ns k˘Ñ t0, 1u is ǫ-close to an affine function for ǫ " Opp 2 q, then f is Opǫq-close to one of the functions 0, 1, x i , 1´x i . For larger ǫ, we prove that either f or 1´f is Opǫq-close to max iPS x i for some |S| " Op ? ǫ{pq, assuming 2n 3{4 ď k ď n´2n 3{4 .
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Preliminaries
The following simple fact will be useful. Fact 1. If x P t0, 1u, y is arbitrary, and Y results from rounding y to t0, 1u, then |x´Y | ď 2|x´y|.
Throughout this article, a Boolean function is a function whose range is t0, 1u. An affine function is a function of the form
Every function on the Boolean cube t0, 1u n has a (unique) Fourier expansion
where rns " t1, . . . , nu and χ S " ś iPS p´1q x i . The L 2 -distance between two functions f, g on the Boolean cube is defined with respect to the uniform measure:
If }f´g} 2 ď ǫ then we say that f, g are ǫ-close. We will use the FKN theorem in the following form.
Theorem 2.1 (Friedgut-Kalai-Naor [3] ). Suppose f : t0, 1u n Ñ t0, 1u is ǫ-close to an affine function. Then for some function g P t0, 1, x 1 , 1´x i , . . . , x n , 1´x n u, we have }f´g} 2 " Opǫq.
See for example Wojtaszczyk [7, Theorem 3.1] . Using the notation distpx, Sq " min yPS |x´y| and the fact that the affine function closest to f isf pHq`ř n i"1f ptiuqx i , an easy corollary is: Corollary 2.2. Suppose f : t0, 1u n Ñ t0, 1u is ǫ-close to an affine function ℓ : t0, 1u n Ñ R. Then
Proof. Theorem 2.1 shows that f is Opǫq-close to some function g P t0, 1, x i , 1´x i u. The Fourier expansions of these functions are, respectively, 0, 1, p1´x i q{2, p1`x i q{2, and we conclude that gptiuq P t0,˘1{2u for all i P rns. On the one hand, }g´ℓ} 2 ď 2}g´f } 2`2 }f´ℓ} 2 " Opǫq. On the other hand,
The corollary follows by combining both bounds.
Slices of the Boolean cube For integers n ě 2 and 1 ď k ď n´1, define the slice`r ns k˘b ŷ rns k˙" # px 1 , . . . , x n q P t0, 1u n :
+
Every affine function on the slice has a unique representation of the form
The L 2 -distance between two functions f, g on the slice`r ns k˘i s defined with respect to the uniform measure on the slice.
We associate with each vector px 1 , . . . , x n q P`r ns k˘a subset S Ď rns of size k as follows: S " ti P rns : x i " 1u. This forms a bijection between`r ns k˘a nd the set of subsets of rns of size k. We use this interpretation of`r ns k˘f reely in the sequel.
Main theorem
In this section we state and prove our main theorem, a version of Theorem 2.1 for functions on a slice.
Theorem 3.1. Suppose f :`r ns k˘Ñ t0, 1u is ǫ-close to an affine function, where minpk, n´kq ě 2n 3{4 . Define p fi minpk, n´kq{n. Then either f or 1´f is Opǫq-close to max iPS x i for some set S of size at most maxp1, Op ? ǫ{pqq. Furthermore, when ǫ ă p{128, it is enough to assume that minpk, n´kq ě 2.
Note that for some constant C, if ǫ ă Cp 2 then we are guaranteed that |S| ď 1, and so f can be approximated by a function of one of the forms 0, 1,
The theorem is tight in two senses. First, the condition minpk, n´kq ě 2 is necessary since when k " 1, every Boolean function is affine (and can be trivially written in the form max iPS x i for some set S). The bound on the size of S is also optimal: for ps 2 " op1q, the function maxpx 1 , . . . , x s q is Opppsq 2 q-close to the linear function x 1`¨¨¨`xs , but cannot be approximated using a smaller maximum without incuring an error of Ωppq " ωpppsq 2 q. On the other hand, our arguments show that the condition minpk, n´kq ě 2n 3{4 can be relaxed up to n 2{3`δ , and the theorem might remain true even beyond that.
Amusingly, we can derive Theorem 2.1 from Theorem 3.1. Suppose we are given a Boolean function f : t0, 1u n Ñ t0, 1u which is ǫ-close to an affine function ℓ, for small enough ǫ. Extend the function f to a function f N on 2N ě n coordinates, and consider its restriction g N to`r 2N s N˘. Both functions f N , g N depend only on the first n coordinates. For a random set S P`r
2N s
N˘a nd large N , the distribution of S X rns is very close to uniform, and so for large enough N , g N is 2ǫ-close to ℓ. Theorem 3.1 implies that g N is Opǫq-close to one of the functions 0, 1, x i , 1´x i , and we conclude that f N and f are also close to this function.
As a warm-up, we prove that the only Boolean affine functions on the slice are 0, 1, x i , 1´x i .
Lemma 3.2. Suppose f :`r ns k˘Ñ t0, 1u is affine, where 2 ď k ď n´2. Then f P t0, 1u or f P tx i , 1´x i u for some i.
Without loss of generality, suppose that c 1 " minpc 1 , . . . , c n q. For any i ‰ 1, let S P`r ns k˘b e some set containing 1 but not i. Since f pS△t1, iuq´f pSq " c i´c1 and f is Boolean, we conclude that c i P tc 1 , c 1`1 u. If for all i ‰ 1 we have c i " c 1 , then f P t0, 1u. So we can assume that I 0 " ti P rns : c i " c 1 u and I 1 " ti P rns : c i " c 1`1 u are both non-empty.
We claim that either |I 0 | " 1 or |I 1 | " 1. Otherwise, suppose without loss of generality that 1, 2 P I 0 and 3, 4 P I 1 . Let S P`r ns k˘b e some set containing both 1, 2 but neither of 3, 4. Then f pS△t1, 2, 3, 4uq´f pSq " c 3`c4´c1´c2 " 2, contradicting the fact that f is Boolean. This shows that either |I 0 | " 1 or
and since f is Boolean, necessarily f " 1´x 1 . Similarly, if I 1 " tiu then we get f " x i .
We proceed with the proof of Theorem 3.1. Since every function on`r ns k˘i s equivalent to a function on`r ns n´k˘, and the equivalence preserves affine functions, it suffices to consider the case k ď n{2.
For the rest of this section, we make the assumption that 2 ď k ď n{2 and fix the following notation:
• p " k{n ď 1{2.
• f :`r ns k˘Ñ t0, 1u is a Boolean function.
• ℓ " ř n i"1 c i x i is an affine function satisfying }f´ℓ} 2 ď ǫ. We first explain the proof of Theorem 3.1 in the slightly easier case ǫ ă p{128. Extending Lemma 3.2, we show that the coefficients c 1 , . . . , c n are close to two values x, x`1, say most of them close to x. We define d i " c i or d i " c i´1 in such a way that d 1 , . . . , d n are all close to x, and let r " ř i d i x i . Note that h " ℓ´r is of the form ř iPS x i . Applying the classical FriedgutKalai-Naor theorem to a random sub-cube of`r ns k˘( the second equality below), we deduce that
A simple calculation shows that V r ď k E i‰j pd i´dj q 2 " Opǫq, and so, putting m " E r, we get that }f´ph`mq} 2 ď 2}f´ℓ}
This means that f is close to the function H obtained from rounding h`m to t0, 1u. The proof is complete by showing that the only way a function of the form h`m is close to a Boolean function is when H " max iPS x i or H " 1. When ǫ ě p{128 we cannot deduce that d i´dj " distpc i´cj , t0,˘1uq 2 . Instead, we start by showing that all but an Opǫq fraction of the coefficients c 1 , . . . , c n are concentrated on three values x´1, x, x`1. This allows us to approximate f by a function of the form ř iPS`x i´ř iPS´x i`m . Further arguments show that throwing one of the first two summands results in a loss of only Opǫq, and the proof is completed as before.
We start by showing that for small ǫ{p, the coefficients c 1 , . . . , c n are all concentrated around two values x, x`1. Lemma 3.3. There exist c, d satisfying |c´d| " 1 and a subset S Ď rns of size |S| ď n{2 such that for all j P S, |c j´c | 2 ď 8ǫ{p, and for all j R S, |c j´d | 2 ď 8ǫ{p.
Proof. Suppose, without loss of generality, that c 1 " minpc 1 , . . . , c n q, and fix i ‰ 1. A random T P`r ns k˘c ontains 1 but not i with probability kpn´kq npn´1q ě pp1´pq ě p{2. For any such set T , define
Let r " ℓpT q and δ " c i´c1 ě 0. Suppose that ℓpT q is closer to a P t0, 1u and ℓpT △t1, iuq is closer to b P t0, 1u, where a ď b. Then
Minimizing the quadratic (the minimum of αr 2`β r`γ for α ą 0 is
), we deduce that
Since b´a P t0, 1u, we deduce that
Taking expectation over random T , we conclude that
and so distpc i´c1 , t0, 1uq 2 ď 8ǫ{p. For x P t0, 1u, let I x be the set of indices i such that c i´c1 is closer to x. The lemma now follows by either taking S " I 0 , c " c 1 and d " c 1`1 or S " I 1 , c " c 1`1 and d " c 1 .
Unconditionally, the values c i are on average either close to one another or at distance roughly 1. We show this by taking a random sub-cube of dimension k, and applying the classical FriedgutKalai-Naor theorem to the restrictions of f and ℓ to the sub-cube.
Proof. Let a 1 , b 1 , . . . , a k , b k be 2k distinct random indices taken from rns, and define
Using the mapping ta 1 , b 1 uˆ¨¨¨ˆta k , b k u « t0, 1uˆ¨¨¨ˆt0, 1u " t0, 1u k , we can think of D as a k-dimensional Boolean cube. Under this encoding, f | D is a Boolean function t0, 1u k Ñ t0, 1u, and
Since y i " p1´p´1q y i q{2, we see that 2 x ℓ| D ptiuq " c a i´c b i . Corollary 2.2 therefore shows that
The lemma now follows by taking the expectation over the choice of D.
An estimate of the type given by Lemma 3.4 is useful since it can potentially bound the variance of ℓ, as the following lemma shows.
Proof. By shifting all coefficients d i , we can assume without loss of generality that E r " 0 and so ř n i"1 d i " 0 (this does not affect the quantities d i´dj ). For every i ‰ j we have
On the other hand,
This completes the proof.
As a corollary, we obtain the following criterion for approximating f by an affine function.
Corollary 3.6. Suppose d 1 , . . . , d n are coefficients satisfying k E i‰j pd i´dj q 2 " Opǫq, and define g " ř i pc i´di qx i . Then for some m, }f´pg`mq} 2 " Opǫq.
Proof. Define r " ℓ´g " ř i d i x i . Lemma 3.5 shows that V r " Opǫq, and so
As an application of the corollary, we show that when ǫ ă p{128, the function f can be approximated by a function of the form˘ř iPS x i`m . The condition ǫ ă p{128 ensures that the estimate of Lemma 3.3 is strong enough to deduce |d i´dj | " distpc i´cj , t0,˘1uq for appropriate d i chosen according to the lemma. Lemma 3.7. If ǫ ă p{128 then there exist δ P t˘1u, real m, and a subset S Ď rns of size at most n{2, such that }f´pδ ř iPS x i`m q} 2 " Opǫq.
Proof. Lemma 3.3 shows that for some c, d satisfying |c´d| " 1 there exists a subset S Ď rns of size at most n{2 such that for i P S, |c i´c | 2 ď 8ǫ{p, and for i R S, |c i´d | 2 ă 8ǫ{p. Let δ " d´c P t˘1u, and define r " ℓ`δ ř iPS x i . Note that r "
, where d i " c i`δ for i P S and d i " c i for i R S. In both cases, |d i´d | ď a 8ǫ{p ă 1{4, and so |d i´dj | ă 1{2 for all i, j. Since d i´dj " c i´cj`κ for some κ P t0,˘1u, this shows that distpc i´cj , t0,˘1uq " |d i´dj |, and so Lemma 3.4 implies that k E i‰j pd i´dj q 2 " Opǫq,
The lemma now follows from Corollary 3.6.
The next step is to determine when a function of the form˘ř iPS x i`m can be close to Boolean. The idea is to analyze the hypergeometric random variable ř iPS x i . Lemma 3.8. There exists a constant γ 0 ą 0 such that the following holds. Consider the random variable X " ř iPrts x i . If t ď n{2 and PrrX P tm, m`1us ě 1´γ 0 for some m then PrrX " 0s " Ωp1q and t ď p3{2qp´1.
Proof. The distribution of X is given by PrrX " ss "`t s˘`n´t k´sn k˘.
If t ď 3 then PrrX " 0s " Ω t pp1´pq t q " Ω t p1q and t ď p3{2q2 ď p3{2qp´1. Similarly, if k ď 3 then PrrX " 0s " Ω k pp1´t{nq k q " Ω k p1q and t ď n{2 ď p3{2qpn{3q ď p3{2qp´1. We can therefore assume that t, k ě 4.
In view of showing that the mode of X, given by the classical formula s 0 " t pk`1qpt`1q n`2 u, is attained at zero, assume that s 0 ě 1. Note that s 0`2 ď k since otherwise s 0 ě k´1 and so pk`1qpt`1q ě pk´1qpn`2q, implying t`1 ě p3{5qpn`2q ě p6{5qpt`1q, which is impossible. Similarly, s 0`2 ď t.
A simple calculation shows that ρ s fi
PrrX"s`1s
PrrX"ss " pt´sqpk´sq ps`1qpn´t´k`s`1q . Therefore
Since t´s 0 ě 2, k´s 0 ě 2, s 0`2 ě 2 and n´t´k`s 0`2 ě 2 (using t, k ď n{2), we conclude
PrrX " s 0 s. If PrrX " s 0 s ď 1{3 then PrrX P tm, m`1us ď 2{3 and so γ ě 1{3. We can therefore assume that PrrX " s 0 s ě 1{3, and so PrrX " s 0`2 s ě pρ 2 s 0 {16qp1{3q " Ωpρ 2 s 0 q. Since tm, m`1u cannot contain both s 0 and s 0`2 , this shows that γ " Ωpρ 2 s 0 q, implying that we can assume that ρ s 0 ă τ 0 for some small τ 0 . Suppose now that s 0 ě 1. Then s 0 ą pk`1qpt`1q n`2´1 , and so
n`2¨O pnq " Ωp1q.
By choosing τ 0 (and so γ 0 ) appropriately, we can conclude that s 0 " 0, which shows that 1 ą pk`1qpt`1q n`2 ą pt, and so t ă p´1. Moreover, PrrX " 0s " PrrX " s 0 s ě 1{3.
We can now determine which functions of the form˘ř iPS x i`m are close to Boolean. It is enough to consider the case ř iPS x i`m , the other case following by considering the function 1´f instead.
Lemma 3.9. There exists a constant γ 1 ą 0 such that the following holds. If γ fi }f´p ř iPS x im q} 2 ď γ 1 , where |S| ď n{2, then for some µ P t0, 1u, }f´p ř iPS x i`µ q} 2 " Opγq. Furthermore, |S| ď p3{2qp´1 and |m´µ| " Op ? γq.
Proof. Let X " ř iPS x i , and define µ to be the integer closest to m. Since PrrX R t´µ, 1´µus ď }f´p ř iPS x i`m q} 2 ď γ 0 , Lemma 3.8 shows that PrrX " 0s " Ωp1q and |S| ď p3{2qp´1. This implies that µ P t0, 1u, since otherwise γ " ΩpPrrX " 0sq " Ωp1q. Furthermore, γ " Ωp|m´µ| 2 q and so |m´µ| " Op ? γq. For any non-zero integer z, we have |z´µ| ď |z´m|`|m´µ| ď 2|z´m|, since µ is the integer closest to m. This shows that }f´p ř iPS x i`µ q} 2 ď 4γ. Putting Lemma 3.7 and Lemma 3.9 together, we get that f or 1´f is Opǫq-approximated by a function of the form max iPS x i , where |S| " Opp´1q. (When µ " 1, f is close to a constant.) In order to improve the bound on |S|, we estimate the probability that ř iPS x i ě 2. Lemma 3.10. Let S be a subset of rns of size t fi |S| ď p3{2qp´1. If t ě 2 then
Proof. Let p 1 " k´1 n´1 ě p{2 (using k ě 2) and p 2 " k´2 n´2 ď p. The inclusion-exclusion principle shows that
We can now prove Theorem 3.1 when ǫ ă p{128.
Lemma 3.11. Suppose f :`r ns k˘Ñ t0, 1u is ǫ-close to an affine function, and let p " minpk{n, 1ḱ {nq. If 2 ď k ď n´2 and ǫ ă p{128 then either f or 1´f is Opǫq-close to max iPS x i for some set S of size at most maxp1, ? ǫ{pq.
Proof. Lemma 3.7 shows that for some real m and set S of size at most n{2 we have }f´pδ ř iPS x im q} 2 " Opǫq. For simplicity, assume that δ " 1 (when δ "´1, consider 1´f instead of f ). Lemma 3.9 then implies that }f´p ř iPS x i`µ q } 2 " Opǫq for some µ P t0, 1u, assuming ǫ is small enough (otherwise the lemma is trivially true), and moreover |S| ď p3{2qp´1.
Suppose first that µ " 0. In this case, if |S| ě 2 then Lemma 3.10 implies that pp|S|q 2 " Opǫq and so |S| " Op ? ǫ{pq. The function g " max iPS x i results from rounding h fi ř iPS x i to Boolean, and so Fact 1 implies that }f´g} 2 " Op}f´h} 2 q " Opǫq. When µ " 1, we similarly get }f´1} 2 " Opǫq.
We move on to the case ǫ " Ωp1{pq. In this case the analog of Lemma 3.7 states that f can be approximated by a function of the form ř iPS`x i´ř iPS´x i`m , where at least one of S`, S´is small. Lemma 3.12. There exist real m and two subsets S`, S´Ď rns satisfying
Proof. Lemma 3.4 shows that k E j‰i distpc i´cj , t0,˘1uq 2 " Opǫq. This implies that for some
We partition the coordinates in rns into four sets. For δ P t0,˘1u, we let S δ " tj P rns : |c j´ci 0δ | ă 1{4u, and we put the rest of the coordinates in a set R. Since E j‰i 0 distpc i 0´c j , t0,˘1uq 2 " Ωp |R| n q, we conclude that
n q, we conclude that |S´1| n
|S`1|
n " Opǫ{kq. Define now d i " c i´1 for i P S`1, d i " c i`1 for i P S´1, and d i " c i otherwise. When i, j P S 0 Y S`1 or i, j P S 0 Y S´1, we get |d i´dj | ă 1{2, and since d i´dj " c i´cj`κ for some κ P t0,˘1u, we conclude that distpc i´cj , t0,˘1uq " |d i´dj |. For all i, j we claim that pd i´dj q 2 ď 7 distpc i´cj , t0,˘1uq 2`1 6. Indeed, for some κ P t0,˘1,˘2u we have d i´dj " c i´cj`κ . If |c i´cj | ď 2 then pd i´dj q 2 ď 16, whereas if |c i´cj | ě 2, say c i´cj ě 2, then c i´cj´1 ď pc i´cj´1 q 2 and so
. Call a pair of indices i, j good if i, j P S 0 Y S`1 or i, j P S 0 Y S´1, and note that the probability that i, j is bad (not good) is at most 2
n " Opǫ{kq. This shows that
2`1 6k Prri, j bads " Opǫq.
Corollary 3.6 now completes the proof.
An argument similar to the one in Lemma 3.11 completes the proof of the theorem.
Proof of Theorem 3.1. If ǫ ď p{128 then the result follows from Lemma 3.11, so we can assume that ǫ ą p{128, and in particular we can assume that p ď 1{3, since otherwise the result is trivial. We can also assume that n is large enough. Indeed, for any fixed n, since there are only finitely many functions on at most n coordinates, considering the best approximation ℓ, either ǫ " 0, in which case the result follows from Lemma 3.2, or ǫ " Ωp1q, in which case the result is trivial. In several other places in the proof we also assume that ǫ is small enough. Lemma 3.12 shows that for some real m and sets S`, S´we have }f´p ř
iPS`x i´ř iPS´x im q} 2 " Opǫq, where the sets S`, S´satisfy |S`| n |S´| n " Opǫ{kq. In particular, one of them, without loss of generality S´, has size Op a ǫ{knq " Opn 5{8 q. Note that S´could be empty. Consider some setting of the variables in S´which sets w of them to 1. This setting reduces the original slice to a slice`r n 1 s k 1˘, where n 1 " n´|S´| and k 1 " k´w. The corresponding p 1 "
1{kk 4{3 q " Opk 5{6 q, and so for large enough n we get p{2 ď p 1 ď 1{2 and 2|S´| ď n 1 . Lemma 3.9 then shows that for each such setting, either }f´p ř iPS`x i´ř iPS´x i`m q} 2 " Ωp1q or distpm´ř iPS´x i , t0, 1uq ď 1{4. In the latter case, we say that w is good. If no w is good then ǫ " Ωp1q, so we can assume that some w is good. The condition on m shows that at most two values w 0 , w 0`1 can be good, and so Prr ř iPS´x i P tw 0 , w 0`1 us " 1´Opǫq. Lemma 3.8 shows that Prr ř iPS´x i " 0s " Ωp1q and so we can assume that w 0 " 0. Furthermore, if 1 is good then distpm, t0, 1uq, distpm´1, t0, 1uq ď 1{4, showing that |m´1| ď 1{4.
Assume first that |S`| ď n 1 {2. Let~¨~denote the norm restricted to inputs in which ř iPS´x i " 0. Since Prr ř iPS´x i " 0s " Ωp1q, we deduce that~f´p ř iPS`x i`m q~2 " Opǫq. Lemma 3.9 shows that~f´p ř iPS`x i`µ q~2 " Opǫq for some µ P t0, 1u satisfying |m´µ| ď 1{4 and |S`| ď p3{2qp 1´1 , where p 1 " k n 1 ě p. Suppose first that µ " 0. Since |m| ď 1{4, we deduce that 1 is not good and conclude that Prr ř iPS´x i " 0s " 1´Opǫq. Since~f´ř iPS`x i~2 " Opǫq, Lemma 3.10 then implies that |S`| ď maxp1, Op a ǫ{p 1" maxp1, Op ? ǫ{pqq. Take now the function g " max iPS`xi , which results from rounding ř iPS`x i to Boolean. Since~f´g~2 " Op~f´ř iPS`x i~2 q " Opǫq and Prr ř iPS´x i " 0s " 1´Opǫq, we can conclude that }f´g} 2 " Opǫq, completing the proof in this case.
Suppose next that µ " 1. This implies that Prr ř iPS`x i " 0| ř iPS´x i " 0s ě 1´Opǫq, and so also Prr ř iPS`x i " 0s ě 1´Opǫq. Lemma 3.10 shows that |S`| ď maxp1, Op ? ǫ{pqq " Opn 1{4 q, and so k n´|S`| ď 1{2 for large enough n. Defining~¨~1 to be the norm restricted to inputs in which ř iPS`x i " 0, we conclude that for m 1 " 1´m,~1´f´p
ř iPS´x i`m 1 q~1 2 " Opǫq. If |S´| ď pn´|S`|q{2 then Lemma 3.9 shows that~1´f´p ř iPS´x i`µ 1 q~1 2 " Opǫq for some µ 1 P t0, 1u
and that |µ 1 | ď p3{2q
n´|S`| k
. When µ 1 " 0, Lemma 3.10 shows that |S´| ď maxp1, Op ? ǫ{pqq and as before }1´f´max iPS´xi } 2 " Opǫq. When µ 1 " 1, we similarly get }1´f´1} 2 " Opǫq. If |S´| ą pn´|S`|q{2 then~f´p ř iPrnszpS´YS`q x i`m 2 q~1 2 " Opǫq for m 2 " 1´m 1´k , and we can reason as before.
Finally, suppose that |S`| ą n 1 {2. Then~1´f´p ř iPrnszpS´YS`q x i`m 1 q~2 " Opǫq for m 1 " 1´m´k, and so Lemma 3.9 shows that~1´f´p ř iPrnszpS´YS`q x i`µ q~2 " Opǫq for some µ P t0, 1u, and again we can reason as before.
